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Abstract

In this paper, we present a direct method for deformable
surface tracking in monocular image sequences. We use
the optical flow constraint instead of working with distinct
features. The optical flow field is regularized with a 2-
dimensional mesh-based deformation model. The formula-
tion of the deformation model contains weighted smoothing
constraints defined locally on topological vertex neighbor-
hoods.
2-dimensional deformation estimation in the presence of
self-occlusion is a very challenging problem. Naturally, a
2-dimensional mesh folds in the presence of self-occlusion.
We address this problem by weighting the smoothness con-
straints locally according to the occlusion of a region.
Thereby, the mesh is forced to shrink instead of fold in oc-
cluded regions. Occlusion estimates are established from
shrinking regions in the deformation mesh. Finding the best
transformation then amounts to minimizing an error func-
tion that can be solved efficiently in a linear least squares
sense.

1. Introduction

The problem of capturing non-rigid motion in monocular
image sequences has been addressed in many fields of ap-
plication including medical imaging [9], object-based video
compression [2, 10] or augmented reality [12]. We are par-
ticularly interested in images of surfaces whose deforma-
tions are difficult to describe, such as drapery of textiles or
other surfaces that are bent in a way that they occlude parts
of themselves.

One approach is to formulate elastic deformations in 3D
[13, 15]. However, recovering 3D position and deforma-
tion from monocular surfaces is an ill-posed problem [13].
Another approach is to make use of image based deforma-
tion models in 2D. In this case, the deformation model must
be able to cope with fold-overs and self occlusions. This
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Figure 1. Deformation estimation and augmentation of a deformed
piece of paper under self occlusion and illumination changes.

problem has been lately addressed by Gay-Bellile et al. [3]
who penalize a variation in the spatial warp derivative along
some direction to prevent mesh-foldings and cope with self-
occlusions.

Inspired by their work, we formulate an optical-flow-
based approach to deformable surface tracking using a
mesh-based deformation model together with smoothing
constraints that force the mesh to shrink instead of fold in
presence of self-occlusion. Fitting then amounts to mini-
mizing one error functional consisting of two parts. The
first part formulates the error given by the optical flow con-
straint and the motion model. The second part is a formula-
tion of deformation smoothness. The resulting linear equa-
tion system can be solved efficiently in a least squares sense.
We explicitly do not penalize deformations with a variation
of the sign of partial derivatives. Instead, we allow mesh
shrinking from both sides of the occlusion boundary and
weight the smoothness constraints locally according to the
occlusion of a region to cope with large occlusions. The
contribution of this paper is a simpler registration scheme
than the one presented in [3] by exploiting topological rela-
tionship of the warp. It can be efficiently solved in closed-
form due to its linear least squares form.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion 2 briefly reviews the existing literature on deformable
image registration and augmentation of elastic surfaces. In
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Figure 2. Tracking a logo on a shirt. (sequence: 500 frames, 25 fps)

Section 3 we propose our approach to optical flow based de-
formable surface tracking. Section 4 describes our approach
to occlusion handling. In Section 5 we report experimental
results on several data sets of deforming surfaces.

2. Related Work

In general, the literature distinguishes between feature-
based [12], marker-based [14] and image-based [1, 7, 15]
deformable surface tracking or registration methods in
monocular image sequences.

Scholz and Magnor [14] use color-coded patterns and a-
priori knowledge about surface connectivity for tracking of
garments in monocular image sequences. Their system can
cope with large external and self-occlusions. They deter-
mine shading maps by removing the color markers used for
tracking and interpolating the deleted regions with a sur-
face reconstruction method for height fields. However, the
assumption of such a-priori knowledge is often difficult to
achieve in most applications.

Pilet et al. [12] propose a feature-based real-time method
for deformable object detection and tracking that uses
a wide baseline matching algorithm [6] and deformable
meshes. Furthermore, they estimate the irradiance of the
surface using a reference image with Lambertian illumina-
tion. Our tracking approach for deformable surfaces is sim-
ilar regarding the motion model but we use direct image
information instead of distinct keypoints. A feature-based
approach might not be suitable for registration in the pres-
ence of self-occlusion as there might not be enough feature-
points to recover the correct warp.

Generally, image-based methods yield more accurate re-
sults in non-rigid deformation estimation. In [1] Bartoli and
Zisserman present an optical flow based approach that uses
radial basis functions to regularize the flow field. They iter-
atively insert new center-points for the radial basis functions
based on examination of the error image after each itera-
tion. The number of centers grows until the algorithm con-
verges. Lim and Yang [7] also introduce a direct method for
recovering non-rigid object motion with radial basis func-
tions. They estimate point correspondences and parame-
ters for the radial basis functions simultaneously in a stiff-

to-flexible approach. Torresani et al. [15] describe a flow-
based method that produces 3D reconstruction from single-
view video by exploiting rank constraints on the tracking
matrix.

Little research has been done to cope with self-
occlusions in 2D deformable image registration and track-
ing. In [8] Lin and Liu introduce an algorithm for spe-
cific regular patterns. They establish visibility maps to deal
with occluded regions. Recently, Gay-Bellile et al. [3] pro-
posed a direct non-rigid registration method that detects
self-occlusion as shrinking areas in the 2D warp. The warp
is forced to shrink by penalizing a variation in the sign of the
partial derivatives the warp along some direction. A binary
decision excludes self-occluded pixels from consideration
in the error function.

3. Optical Flow Based Deformable Surface
Tracking

In order to track a deformable surface in a video se-
quence we exploit the optical flow constraint [5] equation
along with a predefined motion model. Finding the best
transformation then amounts to minimizing a quadratic er-
ror functional:

E =
n∑

i=1

(
∇I (xi, yi) · d (xi, yi) +

∂I

∂t
(xi, yi)

)2

(1)

where ∇I (xi, yi) denotes the spatial derivatives of the im-
age I at pixel position [xi, yi]

T and ∂I
∂t (xi, yi) denotes the

temporal gradient between two images. d (xi, yi) denotes
the displacement vector at position [xi, yi]

T and is defined
by the motion model described below. n is the number of
pixels selected for contribution to the error function, i.e.
pixels where the gradient is non-zero.
We present our deformable motion model M as a planar
triangulated regular 2D mesh with K vertices vk, (k =
1...K). The position of each vertex vk is given by its im-
age coordinates [xk, yk]T . Each pixel pi = [xi, yi]

T in the
image can be represented by its barycentric coordinates of
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Figure 3. Tracking and augmenting a deforming piece of paper under self occlusion and illumination changes. Illumination is recov-
ered from the deformation estimation assuming Lambertian illumination in the reference frame ([11]). The new texture is deformed and
illuminated with the recovered shading map. (sequence: 500 frames, 25 fps)

its enclosing vertices.

[xi, yi]
T =

3∑
j=1

vj∈vk

Bj (xi, yi) · vj

3∑
j=1

Bj (xi, yi) = 1, 0 ≤ Bj ≤ 1

(2)

where Bj (xi, yi) , (j = 1, 2, 3) are the three barycentric co-
ordinates of pixel [xi, yi]

T computed on the original mesh
and vj are the three vertices of the enclosing triangle of
the mesh M. With a deformation of the mesh, [xi, yi]

T is
mapped onto [x′

i, y
′
i]

T . Thus, we are looking for a deforma-
tion of the mesh, i.e. a displacement dk = (dkx, dky) of
each vertex vk to v′

k such that the barycentric coordinates
of [x′

i, y
′
i]

T equal those of [xi, yi]
T . Details can be found in

[4]. Hence, the deformation model can be stated as:

d (xi, yi) =
3∑

j=1

Bj (xi, yi) · dj (xi, yi) (3)

where dj (xi, yi) are the three vertex displacements of the
enclosing triangle. Inserting the motion model (3) into
equation (1) leads to an overdetermined linear equation sys-
tem. Incorporating additional smoothing constraints for the
vertex displacement field yields the following error func-
tional to be minimized:

E =
n∑

i=1

(
∇I (xi, yi) · d (xi, yi) +

∂I

∂t
(xi, yi)

)2

+ λ

m∑
j=1

wjEs (dj)

(4)

where m is the number of inner vertices and λ is the regu-
larization parameter. The first term represents the data term
of the transformation whereas the second term is a smooth-
ing constraint for the mesh deformation field. Es(dj) is a
local smoothing function for the displacement dj of an in-
ner vertex vj between two successive frames weighted by
wj . We chose Es(dj) to be

Es(dj) =
3∑

i=1

(
dj − 1

D
(dji1 + dji2)

)2

(5)

where dji1 and dji2 denote the two neighbor vertex dis-
placements of an inner vertex vj in the topological direc-
tion i in a regular triangle mesh, i.e. the horizontal, the
vertical and the diagonal direction (see e.g. the regular tri-
angle mesh in Figure 3). Es(dj) is a measure of vertex dis-
placement deviation to the displacements of its neighbors.
It serves a dual purpose. Firstly, it regularizes the deforma-
tion field of the vertices. Secondly, defining it locally on the
mesh allows us to weight it according to the occlusion of
a region. This penalizes fold overs and forces the mesh to
shrink instead of fold as this results in a smoother deforma-
tion field.
The weight wj is taken from the occlusion map described
in Section 4 for each vertex. Thereby, displacements of oc-
cluded vertices are more restricted by the smoothing con-
straint than dis-occluded vertices and mesh foldings are pre-
vented.
The optical flow constraint is valid only for small displace-
ments because it assumes the image intensity to be linear
between two successive frames. In order to cope with larger
displacements we use a hierarchical framework.
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Figure 4. Folding and unfolding a shirt. The mesh shrinks along the occlusion boundary and recovers correctly when the shirt is unfolded.
(sequence: 250 frames, 25 fps)

4. Self-Occlusion Handling

In order to handle large occlusions we estimate an occlu-
sion map from shrinking areas in the deformed mesh. For
each vertex vj in the mesh we calculate the average dis-
tance to its vertical and horizontal neighbors and scale it by
the initial vertex distance in the reference mesh:

Dj =
1

2 |Nvj |Dv

∑
n∈Nvj

‖vj − vn‖2

+
1

2 |Nhj |Dh

∑
n∈Nhj

‖vj − vn‖2

(6)

where Nvj and Nhj are the vertical and horizontal neigh-
borhoods of vertex vj and Dv and Dh denote the initial
vertical and horizontal distances between two neighboring
vertices in the regular reference mesh. By interpolating
the average distances that present local mesh shrinking es-
timates over the entire surface we can establish an esti-
mate of occluded regions in an occlusion map. Figure 5
shows examples of occlusion estimates for different kinds
of self-occlusion. The left column shows the original im-
ages with the deformation mesh. In the middle the de-
formed occlusion map is shown while the right column de-
picts the occlusion map of the undeformed surface. The
occlusion maps are used to adapt the weight wj in equa-
tion (4) for vertex vj to the degree of its occlusion. Ver-
tices in occluded regions are assigned a higher weight to the
smoothness constraint than vertices in dis-occluded regions,
i.e. the smaller the distance of a vertex to its neighbors the
more its displacement is constrained by the surrounding dis-
placements. Hereby, we prevent foldings because vertices
in mesh shrinking regions are forced to behave like their
neighbors. Additionally, when unfolding the surface the in-
creased smoothing weight in occluded regions causes the
shrunk (i.e. occluded) region of the mesh to be stretched by
the vertices at the occlusion boundary whose displacements
are constrained by the optical flow equation. We chose wj

to be

wj =

{
1

D′
j

for D′
j < 0.1

1, else
(7)

where D′
j equals Dj after the vector of all Dj is normalized

so that the maximum of all Dj is one. Hereby, we do not
adapt the weight to the smoothness constraint if the mesh
expands or shrinks uniformly, e.g. due to a movement to-
ward or away from the camera.

5. Experimental Results

We applied our approach on several video sequences
with different kinds of surfaces (paper, fabric) and differ-
ent kinds of deformations and self-occlusions.
T-Shirt Logo Sequence. Figure 2 shows example frames
of tracking a logo on a t-shirt when a person moves. The se-
quence contains elastic deformations that are due to stretch-
ing, small 3D rotation and extension when the person moves
toward the camera. The logo on the shirt is tracked correctly
in all frames.
T-Shirt Folding Sequence. Figure 4 depicts frames of a
sequence showing the folding and unfolding of a shirt with
self occlusions due to folding. The mesh shrinks along the
occlusion boundary when the shirt is folded and recovers
correctly when it is unfolded. Figure 5(a) - 5(c) depict the
estimated occlusions for one frame of the sequence in an
occlusion map of the deformed and the undeformed (i.e. the
reference) surface. In Figure 5(b) the correctly estimated
occlusion boundary can be seen in the occlusion map.
Paper Sequences. Figure 1, 3 and 6 show examples of se-
quences showing different kinds of paper foldings. Occlu-
sions due to paper folding in the middle of the paper (Fig-
ure 3(d) and 6(a)) are as well registered as foldings at the
surface boundary (Figure 3(c) and 6(d)). Normally, in pure
2D deformable surface tracking mesh foldings appear in the
presence of self-occlusion. This behavior is undesirable as
it can lead to mis-registration and e.g. augmentation of the
surface fails. The bottom row of Figure 3 and Figure 1(b)
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Figure 5. Examples for occlusion maps. Left column: deformation mesh mapped on the deforming fabric, middle column: occlusion map
of the deformed surface, right column: occlusion map of the undeformed surface. Dark colors mark occluded regions.

show augmentation results of a paper bending sequence.
Our approach for illumination estimation is similar to the
one presented in [11]. Irradiance is recovered from a white
normalization and the 2D deformation estimation assuming
the reference frame to be illuminated uniformly. With our
approach the new texture is deformed correctly in occluded
regions. Figure 6 depicts two example frames from paper
bending sequences with self-occlusions and compares two
results with and without our occlusion handling approach,
i.e. wj = 1 for all vertices. The left column shows the
original frame and the deformed mesh. The middle column
depicts details of the deformed mesh using our approach

to occlusion handling. The mesh shrinks at the occlusion
boundary whereas without our approach it folds in occluded
regions (see right column).

6. Conclusion

We presented a direct approach to deformable surface
tracking in monocular image sequences taking into account
the important issue of self-occluded regions. Our method
is based on the optical flow constraint equation that is reg-
ularized by a mesh-based deformation model. Smooth-
ing constraints on the deformation field are formulated lo-
cally on the mesh. Occlusion maps are estimated from lo-
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Figure 6. Occlusion handling. Left: original image, middle: detail of the deformed mesh with occlusion handling, right: detail of the
deformed mesh without occlusion handling.

cal mesh shrinking properties and allow us to weight the
smoothing constraints locally according to the occlusion es-
timate. Thereby, we prevent mesh-foldings in self-occluded
regions. Experimental results on real image sequences of
different kinds of deforming surfaces show that our ap-
proach successfully tracks the deforming surfaces in the
presence of self-occlusions.
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